Use of planar array electrophysiology for the development of robust ion channel cell lines.
The tractability of ion channels as drug targets has been significantly improved by the advent of planar array electrophysiology platforms which have dramatically increased the capacity for electrophysiological profiling of lead series compounds. However, the data quality and through-put obtained with these platforms is critically dependent on the robustness of the expression reagent being used. The generation of high quality, recombinant cell lines is therefore a key step in the early phase of ion channel drug discovery and this can present significant challenges due to the diversity and organisational complexity of many channel types. This article focuses on several complex and difficult to express ion channels and illustrates how improved stable cell lines can be obtained by integration of planar array electrophysiology systems into the cell line generation process per se. By embedding this approach at multiple stages (e.g., during development of the expression strategy, during screening and validation of clonal lines, and during characterisation of the final cell line), the cycle time and success rate in obtaining robust expression of complex multi-subunit channels can be significantly improved. We also review how recent advances in this technology (e.g., population patch clamp) have further widened the versatility and applicability of this approach.